Numeracy Tasks – Year 5 & 6
Choose any of the tasks below to keep yourself busy …
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Use the numbers in the blue box at
the top of the page. Put them in a
vertical addition and add them.
Check your answers with an adult.

Choose some of the
number above and
round them to the
nearest 10 and 100.

Choose some of the
numbers above, then
order them from
smallest to largest.

Use the numbers in the blue box at the top of
the page. Put them in a vertical subtraction,
remember to put the bigger number on top.
Remember you may need to take from next
door.
Choose some of the numbers above (at least 5) Then work out:
Median (order from smallest to biggest)
Range (biggest number – smallest number)
Mean (add the numbers together then divide by how many numbers you have.
Practise your times tables.
You could log on to Hwb (ask
your teacher for your email
address if you are unsure)
and play J2Blast which is in
the “Just2Easy” section.
Collect some data
from around your
house, your toys,
recycling etc, draw a
bar graph to show
the data. Write some
sentences to tell me
what you have found
out from your graph.

Choose some of
the numbers
from the box and
multiply and
divide them by 10
and 100.

How many different ways
can you make £1, £5 & £10?
Write them down on some
paper. You might want to
draw the coins to help you.

Choose a number from the blue box,
use the bus stop method to divide
some of the numbers.
Choose 2 of the numbers from the
box and multiply them using the long
multiplication grid method or a
different method if you know one.

